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We would like to highlight the utility of multimodality imaging in the detailed 

diagnostic work-up of anomalous coronary arteries. Beyond the coexisting coronary artery 

disease, sometimes causing the diagnostic difficulties amid first coronary angiography  

performed during acute clinical presentation [6], retroaortically coursing coronary artery may 

coexists with significant valve disease potentially hampering surgical intervention [7,8].  

In transthoracic echocardiography the detection of „bleb sign”, contrary to more 

convenient for this transesophageal echocardiography, requires good resolution and left 

parasternal window of adequate quality which may be lowered by calcification of mitral 

annulus or both mitral and aortic valves [7]. On the other hand the visualisation of long axis 

of retroaortically coursing coronary seems to be easier also in TTE, presenting not only at the 

level of aorta in five-chamber view, as „crossed aorta sign”, but also in four chamber at right 

atrium level, where should be differentiated with coronary sinus [7,9]. This TTE presentation 

of longitudinal section of anamalous artery (both at the level of aorta and right atrium) was 

described by Witt CM et al. in 2017 as „RAC- retroaortic anomalous artery” sign and tested 

for sensitivity and specificity in retrospective analysis of 49 cases and 49 controls having 

done also CT angiography, which rendered 63.3% sensitivity and 93.9% specificity of those 

sign in the detection of retroaortic coronary artery which may be not only circumflex artery 

(the most often coronary anomaly) but also left main coronary artery as in our familial case 



described in current number of Kardiologia Polska [9]. In the literature, there are cases 

supporting the surgical treatment in the settings of retroaortically going left main coronary 

artery when causing angina symptoms (e.g case of a 19-year-old man, in whom anomalous 

coronary anatomy was not suspected amid TTE and neither correctly diagnosed during 

coronary angiography when intrertruncal course were surmised, but the interoperative 

diagnosis and reimplantation of anomalous artery origin was successfully performed, 

reference number [10], as well as some reports of myocardial infarctions and sudden cardiac 

deaths in patients with anomalous origin of left and circumflex coronary artery [10-13].  

It is therefore worth emphasising that computed tomography images (CT) offering 

both 3D and multiplanar reconstructions with high spatial resolution are often the best choice 

for full delineation of origin, course and location of the anomalous heart vessels as well as 

their relations to the neighbouring structures, which may be crucial for further monitoring and 

treatment [14,15].  
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Supplementary Videos: 

Video S1. The crossection of the retroaortically coursing coronary artery is visible as a „bleb 

sign” in a standard long axis parasternal view, at the mitroaortical junction.  

Video S2. In a slightly modified apical five-chamber view the part of longsection of 

retroaortically placed coronary artery is displayed forming „crossed aorta sign”.   

Video S3. Coronary angiography in mother showing a single coronary artery with left main 

coronary artery originating from the proximal right coronary artery.  

Video S4. 3D reconstruction of computed tomography displaying left main coronary artery 

arising from the right sinus of Valsalva.  

 


